
HANDOUT -  NTE: Social and Emotional Development and Learning, & Literacy 
THEMES /ELEMENTS 

 

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING  

EMOTIONAL 
Learning 

THEMES ADULTS provide 

Emotional self- 
awareness  
(VELS I.1 & 2) 

Awareness  of 
emotional state 
 
Able to read others 
emotional state 
(within cultural 
norms)  
 
Able to label 
emotional states  
 
Empathy and 
sympathy with 
others’ emotions 
 
Express a range of 
emotional states 

• label and acknowledge children’s feelings 
• opportunities to safely express feelings and not 

deny them 
• problem solve how to gain greater control and 

ability to practice self-care when emotionally 
distressed (breathing, count to five, seeking help, 
etc.)  

• identify triggers for a child (tired, frustration, etc.) 
and help child learn to anticipate and modulate 
reactions over time 

• recognize and label one’s own emotional state and 
others 

• show empathy and sympathy  
• differentiate one’s emotional state from others – 

and how yours may affect theirs  
• able to differentiate that inner emotional state may 

not reflect outer behavior  
• provide child with own space (cubby, mat on floor 

etc.) for safety and self- reliance 
• recognize individual emotional reactions and range 

of feelings of each child, and how emotion is 
directly related to a child’s context and sense of 
attachment to others who care for them (Insecurely 
attached kids tend to suppress honest emotional 
expression) 

Self-regulation 
(Behavior) (VELS I.1)  
 

Self Control/ self 
regulation/self-care 
 
- ability to inhibit 
actions/ behavior 
that is not safe 
 
- Ability to plan 
 
- Ability to regulate 
emotions when 
needed 
 

• adults provide genuine and specific praise to 
child(ren) 

• Provide opportunities for child to problem solve, be 
effective and successful, take the initiative and see 
the results (locus of control) 

• Consistent routine that the child sees and knows 
(verbal and visual cues), environment that has areas 
of interest to each child, with the flexibility to adapt 
to the children and for the children to adapt to it 

• Transitions that are meaningful (singing not waiting) 
• adults use language that frames what children can 

do (not what they can’t) and uses open ended 
questions 
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SOCIAL learning 
 

THEMES ADULTS PROVIDE 

development of 
relationships and 
friendships (VELS I.3) 
 

give and take 
communication and turn 
taking; 
 
communication and 
reading cues of others; 
 
developing empathy and 
sympathy 
 
development of 
perspective taking 
 

• Model and promote opportunities for give and take 
communication   

• Show empathy and sympathy, and responsive 
relationships with children  

• Identifies and supports child(ren) to communicate in 
many different ways  

• Provide groupings among children and adults that 
promote connections and relationships 

• Plan and implement environmental supports:  # and 
types of toys; range of spaces that promote 1 to 1 and 
small group communication; opportunities for quiet 
focused play and loud large muscle play 

• Identify child(ren’s) play stages, observe and scaffold 
each child’s play development 

• recognize and celebrate similarities and differences in 
all children and promote children to do the same 

problem solving  
(VELS I.1) 

relate actions to 
consequences;  
 
support 
decision making and  
use of alternatives to get 
needs met especially in 
stressful situations  

• Clear routines, predictable schedule, with 
visual/auditory cues 

• opportunities for child(ren) to take the initiative and 
be in control, using language to label and solve 
problems  

• Limit transitions, and structure any transitions to 
reduce waiting and support friendship, engagement, 
and positive communication 

• Design curricula with a clear purpose and focus 
related to child’s interests and developmental needs 
to increase engagement, friendships, group 
development and child’s individual social 
development 

• Ask questions to share the process of problem solving 
out loud; invite children to solve problems (without 
adult solving them for the children) 

• Notice and welcome results and successful problem 
solving strategies (such as: do another puzzle while 
you wait for preferred puzzle; offer to trade a car for 
the one you want; singing to yourself while you wait; 
identifying common interests; what to say/do in order 
to join a group) 

 

RESOURCES:  

Pyramid model:  http://challengingbehavior.fmhi.usf.edu/do/pyramid_model.htm  this website has a 
number of resources, tools and handouts related to creating prosocial behaviors in all children, built on 
the national Pyramid Model for positive behavioral supports 

http://challengingbehavior.fmhi.usf.edu/do/pyramid_model.htm
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Social and Emotional Development: Connecting Science and Practice in Early Childhood Settings by Dave 
Riley, Robert S San Juan, Joan Klinkner, and Ann Ramminger,  2017 Redleaf Press 
https://www.redleafpress.org/   this publisher has a number of professional books and children’s books 
on Social Emotional learning and other topics for the professional working with young children 

The Emotional Life of the Toddler  by Alicia Lieberman 2017 Zero to Three https://www.zerotothree.org/   
this recent update of a classic is one of many resources at Zero to Three; Zero to Three is a national 
professional organization with many resources on child development, professional development and 
resources for families of young children 

Spotlight on Young Children: Social and Emotional Development by Holly Bohart and Rossella Procopio 
2017,  National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC)  https://www.naeyc.org/  is a 
national professional organization that has many resources for early childhood professionals and 
programs 

 

EARLY LITERACY THEMES 

BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR EARLY LITERACY 

Literacy learning begins at birth.  Literacy includes all activities involved in speaking, listening, 
reading, writing and appreciating both spoken and written language. Literacy is encouraged 
through participant with adults in meaningful reading and writing activities.  Literacy includes: 

• listening and hearing differences in sounds, words and parts of words  
• imitating, making sounds, communicating, and eventually talking  
• recognizing speech sounds, and using them to create spoken language 
• hearing books read, looking at books, coming to recognize how to follow books and 

read 
• recognizing letters, the alphabet, and later words and print 

Ages birth to 3: from A Child Becomes a Reader, The Partnership for Reading, Spring 2003 

By the time a child is one year old, they already know a lot about spoken language – talking and 
listening.  They know which sounds make the words that are important to them. They begin to 
imitate those sounds.  They learn by listening to family members. Even “baby talk” can help 
children understand language and sounds. To become skilled and confident readers over time 
children need repeated experiences with listening to words, making sounds and words and 
looking at books 

Talk, Listen, Communicate   Children need lots of opportunities to -  

• Hear you talking and singing to them, and about them 
• Hear you imitate them, even their babbles and sounds 
• Hear the names and sentences about of things in their world (Here are your toes. 

Where is your blanket?  There is your blanket!) 

https://www.redleafpress.org/
https://www.zerotothree.org/
https://www.naeyc.org/
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• Hear more about their words and sounds (child: “cookie”. You: “oh, you want another 
cookie? O.K. you can have another cookie.” 

• Communicate with others, talking with you, hearing your questions, knowing you are 
listening (“what do you want to do next?”   “What do you think made that big noise?”) 
and answering their questions (explain things carefully, even if the question is the 
same, over and over) 

Look at Books and Hear them Read Children need lots of opportunities to - 

• Enjoy reading: in a comfortable place, without rushing, exploring the book together 
with you  

• Hearing their favorite books read again and again; they enjoy and it helps them learn. 
• Talking about the book:  Where is the cat?  The family is getting in the car: I wonder 

where they are going.  What is happening on this page?  I see a mouse! 
• Feel and explore books that are easy to reach and hold. Books for babies should be 

sturdy and allow the baby to turn the pages 
• Words and pictures are meaningful and may also add new pictures, new words, new 

places or events 

Ages 3-5: from Early Beginnings: Early Literacy Knowledge and Instruction, National Institute 
for Literacy, 2008  http://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/NELPEarlyBeginnings09.pdf 

• Early literacy skills begin to develop in the preschool years and include knowledge of the 
alphabet, awareness of sounds in words (phonological awareness), writing individual 
letters/numbers, print knowledge, and oral language. 

• There is a connection between early literacy skills and how children learn to be readers, 
writers, and spellers 

• The strongest predictors of later literacy skills include: 
• Being able to label letters (that is an “F”!) 
• Knowing the sounds associated with the printed letter (that “F” sounds like /f/) 
• Breaking words apart into smaller sound units (“bulldozer” has 3 parts: bull, doz, 

and er; “room” and “broom” are the same exact at the start) 
• Being able to quickly name a sequence of letters, numbers, colors, or objects (“I 

see: red yellow green red yellow green”; counting to 10; saying the alphabet in 
order) 

• Being able to write one’s name or some letters (exact accuracy is not required) 
• Being able to remember simple 2-3 part directions or parts of a story (I clean up 

the table, get my coat, stand at the door) 
• The moderate predictors of later literacy skills include: 

• Knowing about print (this is the front and this is the back of a book, we read 
from here to there (left to right)) 

• Being able to read common signs (a stop sign, MacDonalds) 

http://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/NELPEarlyBeginnings09.pdf
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• Being able to talk about interesting topics or have a conversation that is 
understood (holding forth about different dinosaurs, explaining what happened 
in at the store) 

• See similarities and differences in visual symbols (finding the Stop sign compared 
to other signs, or a capital letter from a lower case letter) 

How to support early literacy in the early childhood program  

o Words throughout the classroom: first and last names on cubbies; labels on chairs, 
tables, shelves, under the clock, signs, drawers, etc.  

o Reading and writing is always an option: a writing center provides a variety of tools and 
models, print including magazines, books, and the other reading materials are available 
throughout the room - in cozy places and as part of playing together 

o Opportunities to create patterns and manipulate materials using blocks and many 
different materials to create sequences and patterns over and over 

o Rich vocabulary is heard as well as rhymes and repeated sequences, with time for 
extended conversations and singing 

o Time scheduled for both large and small groups that allows modeling of reading and 
vocabulary, small group word games, and one on one with print and letters 

o Open ended questions, directions, and playing with words throughout the day children 
have opportunities to hear and follow multi-part directions and sequences, respond to 
open-ended and provocative questions, and explore the sound and sequence of words 
and their parts 

 
TYPES OF PREDICTABLE BOOKS for Children 

Predictability in a children’s book supports early literacy, story telling, sequencing, and are very 
enjoyable to children 

From:  
http://pabook2.libraries.psu.edu/familylit/LessonPlan/rover/Parent%20Education/Types_of_Predictable
_Books_Charts.pdf 

• Chain or Circular Story—the story ending leads back to the story beginning.  
• Cumulative Story—each time a new event occurs, all previous events are repeated.  
• Familiar Sequence—the book is organized around a recognizable theme or concept, 

such as days of the week, numbers, the alphabet, seasons, opposites, etc.  
• Pattern Stories—scenes in the story are repeated with some variation.  
• Question and Answer—the same or similar questions are repeated throughout the 

story.  
• Repetition of Phrase—the word order in a phrase or sentence is repeated.  
• Rhyme—the book has rhyming words, refrains, or patterns that are repeated. 

 

http://pabook2.libraries.psu.edu/familylit/LessonPlan/rover/Parent%20Education/Types_of_Predictable_Books_Charts.pdf
http://pabook2.libraries.psu.edu/familylit/LessonPlan/rover/Parent%20Education/Types_of_Predictable_Books_Charts.pdf
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Select Early Literacy Resources 

Early Literacy: Policy and Practice in the Preschool Years  (3-5) 

http://nieer.org/policy-issue/policy-brief-early-literacy-policy-and-practice-in-the-preschool-years 

This fact sheet summarizes current knowledge and policy recommendations in the field of early literacy. It also 
presents an overview of five issues related to early childhood programs and how they can support early literacy 
development. (Note: This is a synopsis of the policy brief “Early Literacy: Policy and Practice in the Preschool 
Years.”) 

Learning to Read and Write: Developmentally Appropriate Practices for Young Children (0-8) 
http://www.naeyc.org/files/naeyc/file/positions/PSREAD98.PDF 

This joint position statement by NAEYC and the International Reading Association presents the current issues and 
reviews the research on early literacy development. It concludes with recommendations for teaching practices and 
policies. 

An Early Childhood Practitioner’s Guide: Developmentally Appropriate Literacy Practices for 
Preschool-Age Children (3-5)  https://www.nysut.org/~/media/files/nysut/resources/2008/april/educators-
voice-1-early-literacy/educatorsvoice_080404_ch1.pdf?la=en 

In her discussion of user-friendly and developmentally appropriate literacy strategies for the early childhood 
teacher, the author provides a short review of best practices in literacy for young children and a list of 
developmentally appropriate, research-based literacy instruction strategies for the preschool teacher. 

Starting Out Right: A Guide to Promoting Children’s Reading Success (0-9)  
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=6014 

Targeted at educators, policy makers, and family members, this book contains practical suggestions, program 
descriptions, and strategies to support the language and literacy development of young children from birth through 
third grade. 
 

Center for Early Literacy Learning (CELL)  (0-5)  http://www.earlyliteracylearning.org/ 

The goal of the Center for Early Literacy Learning (CELL) is to promote the adoption and use of evidence-based early 
literacy learning practices. The website has downloadable practice manuals, including manuals that address 
adaptations for children of diverse abilities, video clips, family resources, and other materials. 
 

Get Ready to Read  http://www.getreadytoread.org/ (0-5) 

Designed to support early literacy development, this website contains information, screening tools, resources, 
activities, and materials for parents and educators, as well as online activities that support the development of 
early literacy skills. 

 

http://nieer.org/policy-issue/policy-brief-early-literacy-policy-and-practice-in-the-preschool-years
http://www.naeyc.org/files/naeyc/file/positions/PSREAD98.PDF
https://www.nysut.org/%7E/media/files/nysut/resources/2008/april/educators-voice-1-early-literacy/educatorsvoice_080404_ch1.pdf?la=en
https://www.nysut.org/%7E/media/files/nysut/resources/2008/april/educators-voice-1-early-literacy/educatorsvoice_080404_ch1.pdf?la=en
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=6014
http://www.earlyliteracylearning.org/
http://www.getreadytoread.org/

